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It was such a good plan: rezone our property to accommodate a 
secondary suite—a laneway house. Eventually, we would retire in 
a new, cosy home, with an attractive design and modern finishes. 
It would improve our property while bringing some needed 
renewal to Richmond Road. We’d be cutting-edge urbanists, living 
on-trend while “aging in place.”
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A Calgary woman is relieved that 
city parking officials have 
returned a converted school bus 
that she planned to use as a mobile 
salon for the…
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Ailina Coraline

Why not just adapt the house you are living in right now for aging in place? Tiny houses are over-rated; every time the door 
to the outside is opened,the heat would almost entirely escape. I grew up in a tiny 900 sq foot house with eight other 
people; tiny houses are grossly over-rated.
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Emmett Scrimshaw · Calgary, Alberta

A lawyer I know came across a covenant from the early 1950's that stated "no Asiatic, Negro or Indians allowed." This kind 
of race-based covenant is almost certainly unenforceable now, but landowners using covenants to ensure that the "right" 
kind of neighbourhood develops is common.
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Michelle Robinson

Great comment but shocking. It could be a whole niche for lawyers to take that to court with human right violations 
in mind. Thank you for pointing it out.
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